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T.TIME
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T E X T : LIV HAMBRETT

ikely originating in China, tea is one of the most
highly consumed drinks in the world. It spread
around the globe via merchants and diplomats,
crossing borders as exotic gift and and valuable
good, making an effort to break the Chinese
monopoly on production and export. We drink more
tea than coffee, alcohol, and soft drinks – in fact the
only thing we drink more of than tea, is water.
Native to Asia and flourishing in a wet, sub-tropical
climate, the tea plant (Camellia Sinensis) is
successfully cultivated around the world. For a long
time, India was the country that produced the most
tea in the world, but it has since handed its crown
to China, slipped into second place to China. In 2013
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China produced 1.7 million tonnes of tea, pipping
India, which produces an average of 900,000 tonnes
a year, at the post. The third-largest tea growing
nation in the world? Kenya.

S I S T E R M A G S T E L LT V O R

But the biggest producers aren’t necessarily the
biggest drinkers, on a per capita basis. Turkey
comes in at number one, with each person
consuming somewhere around 3.5 kg of tea a
year, followed by the tea-guzzling Irish. Somewhat
unsurprisingly, the UK comes in at number three.
As a drink, tea is as much entwined with ritual and
culture, as it is quenching thirst. But it also has
something of a medicinal history, indeed it was
likely purely medicinal when it started popping up
as a drink in China. Each of the four varieties of tea –
black, white, oolong and green, (so no, not the fruit
teas lining the supermarket shelves) offer some
key health benefits. Some studies have linked the
antioxidants in tea to protection against a number
of cancers and Parkinson’s disease, helping
diabetics process sugars, and even reducing the
risk of a heart attack. The hardest-working tea of
the family, green tea, has been linked to improved
brain function, bone density, and dental health, at
the same time lowering the risk of Alzheimer’s,
type II diabetes, and cardiovascular disease.
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So, shall we pop the kettle on?

T
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While we have talked a lot about the tea
traditions and rituals in other countries on the
previous pages, we do not want to forget the
newest trends and methods of making tea. We
are the Journal for the Digital Lady after all.
That's why we are very happy to show you the
machine and system of Special.T from Nestlé.
T E X T : THEA NEUBAUER & LIV HAMBRETT
P H O T O S : CRISTOPHER SANTOS
P R O D U C T I O N : THEA NEUBAUER & MARIE DARME
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SPECIAL.T
WHAT IS THAT?
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The perfect cup of tea at the push of a button – is that
even possible? Wet tea bags in your sink. Forcing yourself
to finish a bitter cup of green tea just to appear polite.
If you are familiar with these scenarios and would like
to bid them farewell forever this small futuristic-looking
machine is the answer: Special.T will solve of these
problems while making you the perfect cup of tea with
the help of a punch card, small, conical capsules and just
the right setting for any kind of tea. Ready within a mere
THREE seconds the machine will automatically choose
the correct temperature and brewing time for each tea.
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4 STEPS TO YOUR PERFECT CUP OF TEA
Switch on the
machine. It will
be ready within 3
seconds.

Insert
capsule.

1

2

Machine recognizes
capsule and the green
TEA MASTER light will
switch on.

The gentle brewing process leaves the tea
leaves intact and hence avoids the tainting of the tea by bitter compounds from
the inside of the
leaves.

Press the TEA
MASTER button.

3

4
Your tea is ready
after 90-120
seconds

5

MACHINE
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TEA MASTER
Button

Water filter
The water is purified in a specially
developed filter – an
important criterion to
ensure the quality of the
finished tea. The machine will alert the user
when the filter requires
changing.

MY CUP Function
This setting
tailors the tea
brewing process to
the volume of your
favorite cup. It can be
adjusted to suit any
cup size.

Environment

Used capsules can be recycled via
the blue bag system (yellow bag in
Germany).

Energy

Only the exact amount of water
required will be heated and the
machine will shut itself down automatically when done.
O U R H O W-TO -V I D E O
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China, India, Japan, Ceylon, South Africa ...

WHERE DOES THE TEA IN THE
CASPULES COME FROM?

ORIGIN

70

Each season SPECIAL.T selects the most precious
harvest from all around the world. Hand-picked
leaves are the preferred option to ensure the highest
possible tea quality as only the top two leaves and
the bud are collected in a manual harvest – just as
tradition demands.
Highest possible quality is the
most criterion during the process
of leave selection and the chosen
leaves will be treated with utmost
care to avoid the spreading of bitter
compounds from inside the leaves.

An airtight seal
protects the capsules’
The capsules provide
precious contents from
enough room for the
air, humidity and
leaves to swirl around in
light.
the water and open up.
sister-mag.com
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CHINA
If there was a mothership of tea, it would
be China. It is where tea is believed to have
originated, it is the country that essentially
gave tea to Europe, it is the nation that produces the largest amount of tea in the world – around 30% of the world’s production –
and in terms of pure volume, the country that
consumes the most tea in the world.
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The Chinese have been drinking tea, at least
medicinally, for thousands of years. Tea rituals and ceremonies are also at the heart of
many Chinese cultural traditions. Due to the
varying climates of the four main tea-growing
regions, China is able to produce a number of
different types of tea, including black, oolong,
green, white, pu-erh and jasmine.

SOUTH AFRICA
South Africa may not be the first country that comes
to mind when you think about tea production – until you remember the hugely popular Rooibos tea
which comes from a plant endemic to Cederburg in
South Africa’s Western Cape.
The rest of the world has now woken up to the health benefits of this distinctive red herbal tea, which,
like green tea, is extremely high in antioxidants. It
has also been used to treat hypertension, respiratory conditions like asthma, and stomach cramps,
and has been linked to lower blood pressure and
improved circulation. As an added bonus, Rooibos
tea is also completely caffeine-free.
While Rooibos isn’t technically a tea, in that it is not
from the tea plant Camellia senensis, many South
Africans enjoy Rooibos tea like they would black
tea – with sugar and milk, or a slice of lemon and
some honey.
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INDIA
India has come to be synonymous with tea, and as
the world’s second largest tea-producing nation who
consume somewhere around 70% of their own product, rightly so.
Although tea has grown wild in India for hundreds and
hundreds of years, commercial production of tea came
to India via England. Determined to break China’s monopoly on the tea trade, the British East India Company cleared land in Assam, India for tea plantations in
the 1820s.
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Today India produces close to a million tonnes of tea a
year, but exports only about 30% of that – they keep the
rest for themselves, which is completely understandable. A great deal of tea grown in India are the Assam or
Darjeeling varieties, and Indians tend to brew their tea
with spices and hot milk.

JAPAN
Although Japan is in the top ten of the world’s largest tea-producing nations, the vast majority of
what it grows – and what the Japanese consume – is green tea. Green tea is served with meals,
alongside afternoon snacks, to visitors and on special occasions. In fact, green tea is so beloved by
the Japanese people, it is a common snack or treat
flavouring.

sister-mag.com

Matcha tea – specifically processed green tea,
ground into a powder – which is fast gaining momentum as the buzzword of the tea world, hails from
Japan and its preparation, serving and consumption, is at the heart of the Japanese tea ceremony.
Globally, matcha is now considered a pretty cool
drink and you’ll find matcha lattes popping up in
cafes from Australia to Germany.

SRI LANKA (CEYLON)
75
Sri Lanka, formerly known as Ceylon, is the world’s
fourth largest producer of tea and home to the beautiful, distinctive Ceylon tea. More light and fresh than
Assam tea, Ceylon tea, of which there are black, green,
and white varieties, is often used in blends like English Breakfast or Earl Grey. Of course, pure Ceylon tea,
consumed alone, is a delicious drink.
Commercial tea production came to Sri Lanka by way
of the British in the 1860s, with Sri Lanka’s climate
proving ideal for tea plantations. The tea industry these days is serious business for Sri Lanka. Ceylon tea
is one of their most valuable brands, and has its own legal definition –
even if a tea blend is 95% Ceylon, it cannot be given the name of Ceylon
tea. It must be 100% Sri Lankan.
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The collections comprise several groups
which we’re showcasing on the following
pages …

Masala Chai

FLAVOURED BLACK
TEA

CLASSIC

76

77

The great classic for every day.

English Breakfast
A BL ACK BREAKFAST
TEA

Lemon & Ginger
GREEN TEA

This is a selection of from the
Classics collection. Find all
varieties here .
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Blueberry Muffin

A BL ACK BREAKFAST
TEA

CREATIONS

78

Exclusive blends for a unique taste
experience.

79

Rose Amour

FLAVOURED GREEN
TEA

This is a selection of from the
Creations collection. Find all
varieties here .

Red Fruits Delight
FLAVOURED BLACK
TEA
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Refreshing mint

FLAVOURED ORGANIC
HERBAL TEA

ORGANIC INFUSIONS
& ROOIBOS

80

81

Fruit, herbal and rooibos teas; the
sources of wellbeing - theine-free.

This is just a selection of blends.
Find all varieties here .

Red Romance

FLAVOURED ORGANIC
FRUIT TEA
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Pai Mu Tan Finesse
WHITE TEA

Ceylon Nuwara
BLACK TEA

PURE ORIGINS

82

83

Exclusive blends for a unique taste
experience.

Oolong Fujian
BLUE TEA

This is just a selection of blends. Find
all varieties here .
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THE ART OF TEA IS A COMPLEX
SCIENCE.

Optimal water temperature for
each tea
Perfect steeping
time for every day

As the previous pages of this sisterMAG tea
issue have illustrated, dosage, steeping time
and temperature need to be chosen very carefully to allow each individual tea to develop
its unique flavour.

Filtered water for
optimal flavour
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Die Kunst
und Temperatur müssen sorgfältig eingehalten werden, damit die
vielschichtigen Aromen jedes einzelnen Tees sich voll entfalten können.

Airtight
seal for
freshness
Exact
Dosage
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SPECIAL.T is the only tea machine which will recognize each individual tea (not
just the general type) by
its capsule and adjust
the water temperature
to the exact degree and
the steeping time to
the exact second. The
patented
dynamic
brewing process uses
low pressure to carefully swirl the leaves
around in water. This
allows the tea leaves
to open gently and release the most secret
flavours if the tea.

Low water pressure for
gentle brewing

3
2

Z. B. soll ein Jasmin Grüntee mit 86° heißem Wasser aufgebrüht

THE

A cup of jasmine green tea should be
brewed at 86°C while »Gyokuru Green
Tea« requires 70°C. The specifics for
individual brewing times and dosages are equally intricate.

Patented dynamic brewing
process

Optimal capsule
shape for full flavour
release

werden, um sein ganzes Aroma perfekt zur Entfaltung zu bringen –
der
Gyokuru Grüntee benötigt dagegen nur 70 °C. Ähnliche individuelle
Anforderungen stellen viele Tees an Aufbrühdauer und Dosierung.
SPECIAL.T ist die erste und einzige Teemaschine, die auf Knopfdruck
die Tees individuell auf die Sekunde und das Grad genau aufgießt.

Highest
tea leave
quality

1

Sie erkennt anhand der Kapsel automatisch jeden Tee und passt die
Wassertemperatur auf das Grad und die Ziehzeit auf die Sekunde
optimal auf jeden Tee an. Im patentierten dynamischen Aufbrühprozess
werden die Teeblätter mit niedrigem Druck sanft mit Wasser umspült.
Das Teeblatt kann sich schonend öffnen und die geheimsten Aromen
des
Tees werden langsam freigesetzt.
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